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Synopsis

In recent times, ratings have been accused to be inflated and of low-quality and default models non-responsive. There is a pressing need for investors to accurately analyze the creditworthiness of corporations throughout the investment process. The importance of credit risk assessment and specifically the estimation of default probabilities has relevance not only to asset prices in credit and debt markets but also in equity and many derivative markets especially CDS markets.

CreditGrades is an indicative five-year credit spread (structural) model calculated from equity price history & balance sheet information. The model provides a tool to understand how the equity and credit markets are pricing credit risk. It can serve as an indicative price for illiquid credit or as a monitoring device to identify significant spread moves.

Z-Metrics provides accurate, logical and robust credit scoring using fundamental, market and macro-economic information. It assigns a default probability to the firm’s score and assigns credit rating to each firm. Investors can use it to screen their portfolios; track the credit quality and manage the risk of their portfolio. Banks often use these score to underwrite and manage these corporate.
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